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Summary Of Our Response

• City Till We Die has formed a united front, bringing

together a wide range of Hull City supporters’ groups

to gently and respectfully show our thanks for Dr

Allam’s ownership of Hull City AFC, but ask that our

current playing name is retained.

• Our campaign has the dual aims of protecting the

name Hull City, while supporting the club. Amidst the

comments that Dr Allam has aimed at us and fellow

fans in recent months, we have remained stoically

supportive of him as Hull City’s owner. We only

disagree with him on one matter.

• Hull City AFC struggled hard to get established. All

three components of that name were hard fought for

in the teeth of opposition. And 110 years later it is that

name that binds generations, friends, dads, mums,

kids. Please be assured – the name Hull City is

important to the club’s supporters.

• Football clubs occasionally change names – to

kickstart a rise up the Leagues, to celebrate civic

pride, to herald a relocation, or to shorten an unwieldy

name. No club has ever considered a name change at

the height of its achievement. No club has attempted

to change a name of over a century’s standing.

• Our campaign has attracted worldwide recognition

and support, garnering national and international

coverage, practically all of it supportive. The media

coverage recognises the obvious – simply changing

the name of a football club won’t transform its

financial fortunes. Indeed it might achieve the reverse

by weakening an established and historic brand.

• Hull City has massive untapped financial potential by

dint of its position in the world’s highest profile

domestic league – and it has achieved that as “Hull

City”. There is so much that can be done to improve

the brand and increase income, this submission sets

out some easily achieved actions developed by our

marketing experts - there are hundreds of lucrative

things to investigate before name change should even

be considered. The announcement that Hull will be

the City of Culture for 2017 provides the club with

another massive opportunity – which is totally

untapped at present.

• Allow Hull Tigers and what next? Colours, badges,

nicknames and club names should be cherished and

protected for the brand value they possess, not

discarded at the whim of owners bearing grudges.

• This is a pivotal moment for English football. The FA

decision makers can become the heroes that protected

the national game. Or they can usher in a new era

where money and ego matter more than anything else.

Our message is clear and simple: please reject this

proposal and Say No To Hull Tigers.
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Hull City Supporters Unite – A Joint Statement

There are a number of associations, fanzines, message

boards and websites that represent the views of the

Hull City supporters’ community. The majority aligned

to form the City Till We Die campaign group in

September 2013.

Hull City supporters’ representatives of all persuasions

have come together to establish some common themes

that we can all agree on. These themes have been

jointly agreed by Tigers Co-op (the Hull City Supporters’

Trust), fanzines (City Independent, Amber Nectar),

message boards (not606, Tiger Chat), supporters’

websites (Tigerlink), the Hull City ‘Ulltras, the independent

Hull City Southern Supporters and the City Till We Die

campaign group.

1. Hull City’s owner, Dr Assem Allam, has proved to be

a tremendous owner since buying the club in 2010.

Already a notable philanthropist in the Hull and East

Riding area, he saved the club from near-inevitable

liquidation by loaning tens of millions of pounds of his

own money, then invested further to help elevate Hull

City to the Premier League. The man can be regarded

as a City (and city) hero. In this context, his insistence

in pursuing a name change is all the more puzzling –

we are experiencing our most successful years in our

history… and we are experiencing them as “Hull City AFC”.

2. Supporters would listen carefully to a proposal to

change the name that was backed up with solid

evidence of the benefits that would accrue. Alas,

Dr Allam has not been able to provide any such

evidence. A paper mentioned on the Harvard

Business Review blog, which he cited in support of

his decision, turned out to have no relevance to

marketing a sports club or any business; instead, it

related to stock market trading.

3. There are numerous ways that Dr Allam could

increase the club’s income from domestic and

overseas markets. One has already been achieved –

play every week in the highest profile football division

in the world. Exploiting that success by raising the

club’s profile and improving income streams doesn’t

require a name change – it requires a basic grasp of

marketing a product to local, national and

international audiences. The starkest example is that

Hull City matches are seen in hundreds of countries

by tens of millions of people every weekend - yet the

club’s merchandise is available in two poorly stocked

shops in Hull, and nowhere else on the planet.

4. Given the choice, we would rather retain the historic

name Hull City AFC, our football club’s name for 110

unbroken years.
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An Introduction to City Till We Die and the Name Change Proposal

City Till We Die is a community group campaigning to

protect the historic identity of Hull City AFC.

In August 2013 the owner of Hull City AFC, Dr Assem

Allam, told the Daily Mail newspaper “Hull City is

irrelevant. My dislike to the word City is because it is

common … City is a lousy identity.” 1

In the following month Dr Allam told The Guardian

newspaper “by next year I will change the name to

Hull Tigers … I cannot a&ord to run the club by fans’

feeling.” 2 This final statement was especially ba7ing –

without supporters, the football club would literally not

exist. The wishes of fans should surely therefore have

some weight in any decision making.

The City Till We Die campaign group was formed in

September 2013, in response to growing opposition

amongst Hull City supporters regarding the name

change proposed by Dr Allam. The group is a collective

of people involved in a number of supporters’ clubs,

fanzines and websites associated with Hull City, and the

Tigers Co-op supporters’ trust.

The people that went on to form City Till We Die had

first come together earlier in 2013 to oppose the

decision of West Yorkshire Police to impose unjustified

“bubble restrictions” on Hull City fans for an away

fixture at Huddersfield Town in March 2013.

After a concerted campaign that also involved

Huddersfield Town supporters, we extracted an

apology3 from West Yorkshire Police for taking actions

that could be construed as considering all Hull City

supporters as potential hooligans.

This apology had particular resonance months later

when Dr Allam himself termed supporters of Hull City

“hooligans”4 after they peacefully displayed a banner

showing the benign message ‘We Are Hull City’.

He also told a journalist that City Till We Die campaigners

could “die when they want” 5 – an unpleasant

statement that now seems serious and calculated, given

the owner has still not apologised three months later.

From its initial formation, City Till We Die agreed and

adhered to four key aims:

• To unite all Hull City supporters opposed to the

name change

• To let the football authorities, the media and the

club’s management know about our opposition

• To call for proper consultation with supporters on

any change to the club’s identity

• To vocally support our team

This final aim is critical. We have not, and will not,

advocate actions that a3ect our support of the Hull City

team, manager and players. Any demonstrations that

we advocate are supportive of the team, notably

singing of the popular chant “I’m City till I die” after 19

minutes and 04 seconds of every match (Hull City AFC

was formed in 1904).

Furthermore, City Till We Die has made clear our full

support for Dr Allam’s ownership of Hull City. He was

the financial saviour of Hull City when he bought the
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An Introduction to City Till We Die and the Name Change Proposal (continued)

club in 2010, addressed its debts and avoided possible

liquidation. He then invested further to pilot The Tigers

back to the Premier League.

Dr Allam is a Hull City hero who has now loaned the

club over £70 million from his own wealth – we only

disagree with him on one matter, that the playing name

of the football club should be changed.

Since our formation we have attracted widespread and

rapid support for our cause. We raised awareness by

printing and issuing leaflets and giving away 12,000

“No To Hull Tigers” badges. We also continue to sell

“City Till We Die” scarves in order to raise funds. We

have attracted massive media attention to our cause –

locally in East Yorkshire, nationally and internationally

in the press, radio, TV and the internet.

We have successful social media sites on Twitter and

Facebook that allow us to disseminate our message to

over 10,000 people – our Twitter messages are regularly

passed on (“retweeted”) by prominent football

personalities, ensuring they are seen by millions of

football fans across the world. We have an online

petition opposing the name change which has now

attracted 13,000 signatures. And our giant “City Till We

Die” flag has been signed by over 3,000 Hull City

supporters in six weeks.

On 1st November 2013 the City Till We Die group, along

with a wide range of other Hull City supporters’

organisations, met with Dr Allam and his

Communications Manager to discuss the name change

proposal. This was often a confusing, di6cult and

rambling meeting – much of which we have not

reported, due to the legal, reputational and financial

impact the statements could have on the football club,

Hull City Council and Dr Allam himself.

Dr Allam also made clear his disdain for Hull City

Council, who had refused his o3er to take the freehold

of the KC Stadium and revitalise the club’s finances by

launching a development scheme in the stadium

environs. It was clear to all involved that this

disagreement was at least partly behind Dr Allam’s

desire to see the word City removed from the club

name. He questioned at the meeting why the Council

should get any glory for the success of the football

team that shares its name.

We were told that the name change proposal was

also stimulated by a paper published by the Harvard

Business Review, which stated that shorter names

made for more successful businesses when entering

new markets. Dr Allam claimed that he was merely

shortening the name from Hull City Tigers (which is

only the trading name of the holding company) to Hull

Tigers. It subsequently became clear that this paper

bore no relevance to sporting clubs or overseas

marketing – more of this on page 13.

At the meeting in November 2013 our group was able to

extract some key assurances from Dr Allam: that he

wouldn’t progress the name change before researching

whether it would achieve its aims, and that he would

undertake full consultation with supporters before

applying to change the name. He stated “I give my

word – I will not change if no benefit.”6
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An Introduction to City Till We Die and the Name Change Proposal (continued)

Two weeks later we wrote to Dr Allam to volunteer our

help in consulting with season ticket holders regarding

the name change. While we never received a formal

response, Dr Allam made it clear in the press and on

TV/radio that no such consultation was to occur, and he

alone would make the decision on whether the name of

Hull City should change. The assurances from our

meeting were all broken within days – while we retain

our utmost respect for Dr Allam, we no longer believe

him to be a truthful man when speaking to Hull City

supporters on this subject.

At the start of December 2013 we launched a

membership scheme in order to give our campaign the

legitimacy of accountability and democracy. We have

adopted a draft constitution and will conduct our first

elections of o6cers in the coming weeks.

As well as leading opposition to the proposed name

change, we have a medium term aim (subject to the

approval of our members) to merge with and revitalise

Tigers Co-op, the Hull City supporters’ trust. Dr Allam

has spoken regularly about his desire to see the club’s

board supplemented with supporter representatives as

a legacy of his ownership. When he took over the club

in 2010 his intentions were clear, as reported in the Hull

Daily Mail: “My vision is for Hull City to be owned 40

per cent by local business owners from Hull and 60

per cent the fans… a longer term aspiration is to

provide the opportunity for the fans to become

shareholders.” 7 The Supporters’ Trust could be, we

hope, the vehicle to fulfil that legacy.
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What’s In A Name? The Heritage of Hull City AFC

Though amateur football thrived in Hull in the early

years of the 20th century, the city’s professional

sporting landscape was dominated by the Northern

Union rugby teams, Hull FC and Hull Kingston Rovers.

Until, that is, the East Riding of Yorkshire Football

Association met on 24th June 1904 to ratify the

creation of a “first-class eleven”, a team named in the

local press as Hull City AFC in the August of that year.

Hull had been granted city status just seven years prior,

as part of Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in

1897, so the prestigious appellation would

still have been fresh in the minds of the

club’s founders. As for the AFC su6x,

that served to further di3erentiate

Hull City from Hull Football Club, of

the Northern Rugby Football Union.

Although the Association game and

the two variants of rugby had been

codified in the latter part of the 19th

century, the term “football” was still used as

a catch-all term for several sports. City’s use of

AFC made it quite clear what code of football

they played. And the use of the su6x “City”

demonstrated civic pride in city status that is still

important to this day.

The new team would face a struggle to establish

professional association football in the city, indeed an

unnamed contributor to the Hull Daily Mail noted that

“Many of the [rugby community] are doubtful as to the

advisability of fostering what may become a serious

rival” when a deal was struck for Hull City to play games

at Hull FC’s home ground. A condition of City using the

Boulevard venue was that Hull FC pass-holders gain

free entry to association games, lest they be tempted to

attend Hull Kingston Rovers matches, sowing enmity

between Rovers and City.

In March 1905, the Northern Union forbade Hull FC to

let their tenants use the Boulevard ground for a friendly

with Manchester City, forcing The Tigers, as they were

newly nicknamed, to relocate the game to the nearby

Anlaby Road Cricket Ground at short notice. The rugby

authorities and clubs were clearly rattled by the growth

of “soccer” in Hull and sought to place obstacles in

City’s way. Though The Tigers would

intermittently use the Boulevard ground

until 1907, they ensured they were in

control of their own destiny by

building the Anlaby Road Ground

where the KC Stadium now stands.

Though owner Harold Needler briefly

considered renaming the club when

league competition resumed after World

War Two, the name Hull City AFC has been

constant from its inception to the present day, a

period approaching 110 years. In the rich tapestry of

club history, it is the name that connects the scorer of

the team’s first goal in 1904, George Rushton, to

legendary player-manager Raich Carter, to iconic 1960s

striking partnership Chris Chilton and Ken Wagsta3 and

to current star Tom Huddlestone – the name of Hull City

binds generations of fans, families and friends.

Hull City AFC. It simply shouldn’t be up for grabs.

The name Hull City is part of Hull’s history, part of Hull’s

culture. It is part of Hull’s celebrated present. And it

should be integral to the city’s and Hullensians’

prosperous future.
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Changing Names in English Professional Football – It’s Happened Before

We accept that football clubs occasionally change their

name. Clubs regularly changed their names in the 19th

century as they formed from the merger of various

sporting clubs, as they moved their home and as they

found their feet in the emerging league structure.

This continued to some extent into the 20th century –

only one current League team, Stevenage, has renamed

in the 21st century, dropping “Borough” from their name

on election to the Football League amid consternation

from their fanbase.

Some clubs have renamed after many years. In 1960

non-league Headington United abandoned their name

of 66 years and became Oxford United in order to raise

their profile – and they were elected to the Football

League shortly afterwards. Municipal influences have

led to long-standing names being changed – Stoke,

Swansea Town and Leicester Fosse became Stoke City,

Swansea City and Leicester City on award of city status,

the previous names standing for 55, 35 and 58 years

respectively. After 60 years as Hartlepools United,

Hartlepool was formed in 1968 after the municipal

merger of two adjacent towns, industrial West

Hartlepool and the historic monastic settlement at

Hartlepool Headland. Leyton Orient became Orient in

1966 when the Borough of Leyton was subsumed within

the London Borough of Waltham Forest – although,

notably, a campaign led by supporters (with our friends

at fanzine Leyton Orientear at its heart) saw the name

revert to Leyton Orient in 1987.

Other clubs have changed name following financial

di6culties. Port Vale (in 1909, after 25 years as Burslem

Port Vale), Gillingham (in 1913, after 20 years as New

Brompton), Chesterfield (in 1919, after 52 years as

Chesterfield Town), Leeds United (in 1919, after 15 years

as Leeds City) and Aldershot Town (in 1992, after 55

years as Aldershot) changed their name after variously

dicing with liquidation, expulsion from the FA and other

no less catastrophic problems. Other clubs changed

name due to amalgamation (Torquay United,

Rotherham United) or relocation (Leyton Orient in 1946,

Arsenal in 1914).

Our research shows that only AFC Bournemouth has

changed the club name (in 1971) for the stated aim of

streamlining their name. Hardly surprising given their

previous moniker (still the name of the holding

company) was Bournemouth and Boscombe Athletic

FC. Weighing in at 32 letters, there is little comparison

with Hull City AFC.

Yes, football clubs occasionally change their names.

But history shows that this is done for reasons of civic

pride, relocation, amalgamation or financial woes. In one

or two cases non-league teams have changed name to

help catalyse a rise to the Football League. And the club

with the longest name in England shortened their name

to save ink in newspaper print works across the land.

No club has ever changed its name for the spurious

purpose of becoming more marketable overseas, one of

Dr Allam’s stated objectives. No club has ever changed

its name in order to spite its local municipality (indeed

quite the opposite applies amongst a number of

modern day “City” clubs). No club has ever changed its

name during the most successful period in its long

history. And no club has ever tried to alter a name that

has stood unchanged for anything approaching a span

of 110 years. This name change is a step into the

unknown for a successful member of the world’s most

historic Football Association.
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What Do Supporters and the Football Community Think?

During the four months that our campaign has been

established, our No To Hull Tigers message has received

substantial local, national and international coverage.

As a result, we have attracted widespread support for

our cause.

The greatest sign of support is our membership

scheme, which since launching in early December has

attracted over 1,600 members. This is a remarkable

achievement. The vast majority of our members are

locally based Hull City supporters, although we have

also attracted a number of supporters of other clubs,

who recognise the vital importance that the No To Hull

Tigers campaign has in defending the key historic

assets and traditions across the whole of football in

England (and beyond).

We also have an online petition that has attracted a

remarkable 13,000 signatures since its launch in

September 2013. Coupled with this, our Twitter and

Facebook social media accounts are each followed/liked

by over 5,000 people.

We have undertaken a great deal of work to raise

awareness of our campaign aims. We have distributed

30,000 leaflets to Hull City supporters prior to home

games, as well as distributing over 12,000 “No To Hull

Tigers” badges. The combination of this activity, plus

our website and our social media activity, has led to our

cause receiving national prominence and support.

It’s not just Hull City fans that support our “No To Hull

Tigers” cause – prominent football people, journalists

and celebrities have expressed their support for our cause.

“I would personally prefer they didn’t [change
name] but that is a decision for the FA” 8

Richard Scudamore (Premier League chief executive)

speaking on BBC Sportsweek

“I don't see why it should happen. Usually there's
a tradition that is linked with the name of the

club. The modern way of thinking is to combine
tradition with forward thinking” 10

Arsene Wenger (Arsenal manager)

“Massively against, part of identity and who we
are. It connects all generations of supporters

through good and bad times” 9

Adam Lowthorpe (East Riding County FA chief executive,

Hull City player 1993-97)

“Managers/players/chairmen/directors
come and go. Club names shouldn't”

Ian Ashbee (Hull City captain 2002-2011, a club legend

who played in all four divisions for The Tigers):

“I support Hull City supporters groups 100%
in the campaign to retain their name, identity

and history” 11

Stan Collymore (talkSPORT presenter, former footballer)

“May they always be known as Hull City!” 13

Gary Lineker (BBC Sport presenter, former footballer)

“Allam’s argument is that fans in Asia and
elsewhere will be more attracted to Hull if they
are known as Tigers rather than City. Yet I feel
sure that those who follow our football in far-
flung parts of the globe tend to do so largely

because of history and tradition.” 12

Jimmy Greaves (Sunday People columnist, former footballer)
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What Do Supporters and the Football Community Think? (continued)

We have received significant supportive coverage from

prominent football journalists, including David Conn

(The Guardian), Richard Rae (The Independent), Mick

Dennis (football correspondent, Daily Express), John

Dillon (chief sports writer, Daily Express), Paul Hayward

(chief sports writer, The Daily Telegraph), Oliver Kay

(chief football correspondent, The Times), Guy Mowbray

(BBC Sport), Ashling O’Connor (The Independent

columnist), Martin Samuel (Daily Mail columnist) and

Henry Winter (football correspondent, Daily Telegraph).

Below we select some of the supportive quotes

received from experts in football journalism, football

administration and wider marketing/media:

“Much of the ‘marketing theory’ being quoted
by Mr Allam is, quite frankly, nonsense, but the
one area he has completely failed to grasp

is brand engagement” 14

Mark Ritson (PPA Columnist of The Year

for business media), Marketing Weekly

“Why would you throw it away in favour of
something that’s totally untested and tried?
I would really support the ‘Hull City’ guys

on this one” 15

Jyoti Malhotra (business journalist)

speaking on BBC Radio 4’s Business Matters

“We all want the club to succeed financially. But
there are ways of trying to do that without
upsetting the very heartbeat of the club” 19

Mark Herman (four-times BAFTA nominated film director

and screenwriter)

“I can't imagine ever calling Hull City by the
name Hull Tigers on the radio or anywhere else.

In fact, I won't” 20

Colin Murray (talkSPORT presenter)

“You can’t change 109 years of history just like
that. It’s sad because the fans should be

consulted, it’s the fans’ club” 18

John Richardson, Sunday Express (Chief Football

Correspondent) on Sky Sports - Sunday Supplement

“Another club whose fans are being ignored,
whose traditions and history are being airbrushed
by the supposed custodian of their dreams. It is
for the FA, alone, to determine whether Dr Allam
should be given the green light to ride roughshod

over the fans, the lifeblood of the game”

Martin Lipton, The Mirror (Chief Football Writer)

“I think Hull City is the better choice. There is
contemporary theory that says brands are not

decided by owners; they’re decided by
consumers or fans. To jettison [the present
brand] seems to me culturally wrong and

economically foolhardy” 16

Grant McCracken (economist, anthropologist and author)

speaking on BBC Radio 4’s Business Matters

“It seems the most simple of marketing rules in
football that the first priority is to nurture what
you have. And then build from there. What

matters are the people who clack through the
turnstiles every fortnight” 17

Jim White, The Telegraph
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What Do Supporters and the Football Community Think? (continued)

We have had a range of supportive comments from elected members of Hull City Council, including the portfolio

holder with lead responsibility for sport in the city:

“My own personal view is that I'm against any
change of name. I first went to see City play in
1946. It was City then and it should be City now.
Back in the 19th century, our forefathers fought
for city status for Hull and I think it would be an
insult to them if this was allowed to happen. More
recently, we have fought tooth and nail to be the
UK City of Culture in 2017. If the club stays in the

Premier League then surely it will get all the
worldwide publicity and exposure it needs

without having to change its name” 21

Councillor Terry Geraghty

(Portfolio Holder for Public Health)

“Can I assure you I am totally opposed to the
name change from Hull City. Owners of football
clubs are only in temporary charge; the real

owners of clubs should be the fans” 25

Councillor Gary Wareing

“As a Councillor not just for the city but for the
Newington ward that the football club falls into,
I can assure you that I am totally against any

name change of the club” 25

Councillor Alan Clark

“Whilst I believe it is Mr. Allam’s choice, as the owner whose investment has brought recent success to the
club and wider city, and his desire to recoup on that investment through marketing; I do not believe that he

needs to formally change the club’s name. He could still market the club under the ‘Tigers’ brand as he
desires. I believe he has failed to appreciate that a club is not just players and coaches, but much wider and
is built upon its fan base, who provide the initial funding for wages etc, until a time when the club is big
enough to be a brand, this still relies on the support of fans attending games and buying merchandise” 27

Councillor Stephen Hull

“I am completely opposed to the renaming of
Hull City and we made it clear in a Council

meeting today” 22

Councillor Charles Quinn

“On a personal level I fully agree with your aims
and objectives and will support the retention

of the history of the team” 26

Councillor Pete Allen

“Personally, I agree with you that the name
should stay the same” 23

Councillor Claire Thomas

“After the fantastic news story of being awarded
the City of Culture 2017 at the end of last year,
the attempts to change the name of the club in
my opinion do not reflect well upon the City…
I have submitted my own submission to the

Football Association expressing my anger at the
proposal and outlining why the Football

Association should reject the proposal of the
owners of Hull City AFC” 24

Councillor Tom McEvoy
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What Do Supporters and the Football Community Think? (continued)

We have also received support from:

• Andy Burnham (MP)

• Dietmar Hamann (former footballer)

• Kelly Cates (BBC Radio 5 Live presenter)

• Mark Bright (former footballer and pundit)

• Mark Steel (comedian and The Independent columnist)

• Dave Hemingway (musician in The Housemartins,

The Beautiful South)

While the “No To Hull Tigers” campaign has gone from

inception to national prominence within three months,

no counterbalancing “Yes To Hull Tigers” movement has

formed of any significance. While we accept that some

Hull City supporters remain apathetic towards the name

change or fearful of the consequences should Dr Allam

not get his way, those who do express a preference are

generally supportive of the City Till We Die stance.

Any poll of season ticket holders would surely deliver a

resounding rejection of the name change proposal –

this has been the case in two polls conducted by the

local Hull Daily Mail newspaper (one in August saw 78%

of 3,671 readers vote in favour of keeping Hull City AFC;

another in December saw 69% of 3,450 readers vote in

favour of keeping Hull City AFC or Hull City) and a poll

conducted by the Hull City Southern Supporters Club

(92% of the HCSS membership opposed the name

change, with a return rate of over 60%). Other polls by

the O6cial Supporters Club and various websites and

fanzines have delivered a similar message. Yet CTWD’s

proposal to conduct a poll of season ticket holders was

flatly rejected by Dr Allam.

The proposed change to Hull Tigers is a suggestion that

receives no love amongst Hull City supporters, and is

equally unpopular with the wider football community.

The story of the numbers is overwhelming – the

Football Association should say “No To Hull Tigers”.

“The Conservative Group on Hull City Council
support retaining the historic name” 29

Councillor John Fareham (Leader of Conservative Group)

“Along with my Lib Dem colleagues, I am clear that the club should retain its historic name
and not change to Hull Tigers” 31

Councillor Michael Ross (Leader of Liberal Democratic Group)

“Just to be clear I don’t support the name change
and have already said so in public” 30

Councillor Stephen Baker
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Dismantling the Rationale for Change

The City Till We Die campaign group is delighted to

have the chance to provide our views to the FA. Our

assumption, based on discussions with the owner and

his comments in the media, is that the reasoning is

twofold:

• Increased Revenues – Dr Allam claims that the name

change will increase revenues for the football club, in

order to allow him to reverse the losses that he is

funding in the Premier League. This is a totally flawed

logic based on an irrelevant research paper that

related to gaming on the stock markets, not marketing

football clubs worldwide. We believe that no future

revenue increases will be attributable to changing

the name – and in any event, we will demonstrate

later in this response that the club has numerous

opportunities to grow its revenues locally and

nationally without changing the name.

• The Owner’s Dislike of Hull City Council – Dr Allam

claims the name “City” represents a lousy identity32

and needs to be changed. This is a personal view that

Dr Allam is entitled to hold. But our meeting with him

in November 2013 made it clear that his dislike of the

name “City” is in reality largely motivated by his

inability to close a deal with Hull City Council (owners

of Hull City’s KC Stadium) for the freehold of the

stadium that would enable him to develop the

surrounding land for retail and leisure uses. He has

been clear with us that he does not want Hull City

Council to garner reflected glory from the football

team’s success – and it was this that led Dr Allam to

refuse a promotion parade in the city last summer,

preferring a lower key celebration at the KC Stadium

instead. Changing the name to Hull Tigers is a way of

avoiding that. We believe that that is a dreadful

reason to change the football team’s name.

Equally misguided is Dr Allam’s use of what he

described as a “Harvard Business School paper” as

support for his “name-shortening” theory. He sent the

summary page of this article (“Company Name Fluency,

Investor Recognition and Firm Value”33) to us after we

requested more details. Originally published in the

Journal Of Financial Economics, it evidently came to Dr

Allam’s attention after it was mentioned on the Harvard

Business Review blog on 12 September 2013.

The complete article (viewable at http://bit.ly/comname)

is 59 pages long. We suspect that Dr Allam only read

the summary, though, since the full paper has no

relevance to the marketing of football clubs; instead, it

relates to the attractiveness of companies with short

names to stockbrokers buying and selling shares. Our

analysis of this paper’s lack of relevance was confirmed

when CTWD spoke to the co-author of the paper:

Clifton Green, of Goizueta Business School, Emory

University, Atlanta. He told us:

“Applying our study’s findings directly to the Hull City

name is perhaps pushing on it too strongly. For

example, we find the added benefits of name

simplicity are weaker for larger, older companies

where the name has already been well established.

And none of the company name changes in our study

elicited the backlash that is accompanying the Hull

City situation.”

“It is possible that a name change could bring in new

fans from abroad, but it would be nice to test that

idea before alienating the local fans. Go to Asia and

other countries where you want new fans and do focus

groups and surveys. Marketers would have many

things to talk about, and I don't think that whether to

change the name would be high upon the list of things

to consider in terms of how to market the team.” He

added, “Focusing on The Tigers is an easy thing to do

without having to drop City.”34
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Dismantling the Rationale for Change (continued)

Of similar relevance is an article written by Mark Ritson

in the 11 December 2013 edition of Marketing Week. Mr

Ritson is an eminent expert in marketing and brand

management, and is currently the PPA Columnist of the

Year for business media – a knowledgeable big hitter

indeed. Mr Ritson’s assessment of Dr Allam’s proposed

renaming of Hull City can best be described as

“unsupportive”. A few extracts under the heading

“Branding goes to Hull in a handcart” are set out below:

“[The name change proposal] … illustrates one of the

most important points about brand management –

how you enact a strategy is often just as important as

the strategy itself. Much of the “marketing theory”

being quoted by Mr Allam is, quite frankly, nonsense,

but the one area he has completely failed to grasp is

brand engagement.

“The lesson for other marketers intent on radical

changes like rebranding or repositioning is that the

more ambitious and dramatic the proposed strategy,

the more gentle and engaged a marketer must be to

ensure the strategy is first accepted and then

executed correctly.”35

This article reflects what most common sense football

supporters know, be they followers of Hull City,

Accrington Stanley or Manchester United. The

marketability of football clubs in new markets such as

Asia, the Arabic nations, the Indian sub-continent and

Africa, is not reliant on a team’s name. The key driver

for brand and marketing success is success of the

football club in winning trophies and attracting

international stars to their squads.

The irony is that Hull City is currently closer to entering

those markets and achieving new brand recognition

than it has ever been in its 110 year history. And that is

an achievement that has occurred using the name Hull

City AFC.

Renaming to Hull Tigers is more likely to confuse the

brand, decouple the club from its history and reduce

the club’s marketability in new territories. The name

change simply makes no business sense – let alone no

sense in terms of history and tradition.

The award of City of Culture status for Hull in 2017 is a

tremendous opportunity for Hull City. An opportunity

that the club has consistently turned its back on to date

due to the involvement of Hull City Council in the highly

successful bid. More details are provided in the

information box below.

Our conclusion is clear. Dr Allam’s grasp of brand

marketing is extremely weak, most experts agree that

the name change will not achieve its stated aims. Clubs

that are successful in marketing their brand worldwide

do so irrespective of the number of letters or words in

their playing name, or the supposed “power” of those

words – their success is entirely down to winning

trophies and attracting renowned superstar players.

There is no business rationale for changing the name of

Hull City AFC – not a shred.

THE CITY OF CULTURE AND THE CULTURE OF CITY

When Maria Miller, the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport, recently
announced that Hull had been chosen as the 2017 City of Culture, many Hull
residents had never felt prouder of their city. The strength of the Hull bid was
particularly noteworthy, as in the previous round for 2013, Hull had not made the
short list.

Maria Miller said the committee making the award had been particularly impressed
by the community involvement in the bid and the emphasis on the cultural heritage
of the city. We feel this is at the heart of our campaign to retain the historic name
of our football club as a vital, vibrant and positive part of the community of the city
of Hull.

Maria Miller also spoke about the potential economic benefit to the city of Hull
from the bid, and this was echoed recently at a public meeting when Graham
Chesters, the chairman of the Hull Freedom Festival and a major player in the Hull
bid, talked of the benefits already accruing, as city hotels were already seeing an
increase in national conference bookings following the city's success. He said, "We
may need to build more hotels to accomodate the people who want to come."

With this in mind, we feel that a business called "Hull City" is uniquely placed to
reap some of these economic benefits. Yet the club refused to take any part in the
Hull bid. We will be pressing the club to be a part of what will be a once in a
generation opportunity for the city of Hull to shake off a lack of both confidence
and cash which has held it back for too long. We believe that Hull City AFC should
be at the heart of the City of Culture experience as both a powerful and valued
contributor, and a grateful beneficiary.
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Modern Day Football Income –
How Hull City AFC Can Keep Its Name and Thrive Financially

Hull City AFC is a Premier League football club with a

successful team, a high profile manager and a massive

potential income stream for years to come. Those facts

alone mean that the club has immense marketing power

– as Hull City.

But that potential is left largely untapped by the club’s

frankly woeful current attempts to market its brand

internationally and even locally within the city. Below

we set out a series of actions that could yield the club

significant additional income, while retaining the current

name.

• Shirt manufacturer and sponsorship - aligned with

the values of the fans of the football club

These two things combined can help to ensure a full

and buoyant club shop. Fans are now intelligent shoppers

and don’t fall for the old thinking of “stick the club

badge on it and watch it sell”. Smart teamwear/replica

ranges by recognised brands are desirable and ensure

that the core fans who attend matches have little reason

not to spend money on the ranges.

This isn’t enough on its own however - placing a

sponsor which isn’t deemed appropriate by the fans

results in reduced sales. Tying the two together, whilst

also ensuring the deals are attractive and valuable for

the club, means a sweet spot can be found. Currently,

for Hull City AFC, this area isn’t successful.

• Club shop or club museum?

The best shops, such as those at the premier clubs in

the UK, are interactive museums culminating in the

retail area. Yes, you can access the superstore without

going through the museum but fans love celebrating

their history, regardless of any successes it may or may

not contain.

A museum is not just about displaying your silverware –

fans’ favourites’ playing shirts, players’ boots,

programmes and even turf from old stadia can all be

used e3ectively to emotionally connect to the fan. Lay

fake grass in the retail areas rather than laminated floor

perhaps? Use multimedia displays? Old footage,

interviews, great goals, near misses and moments in the

club history captured in one place can have a huge

impact on spend.

Great club shops are an experience - it’s about more

than retail.

• Maximise match day spend

Ensuring access to properly priced food and drinks,

merchandise and content is the key to match day

revenue. The advent of mobile technology could mean

delivery of digital content to fans’ smartphones during

the course of the game. Provide good content and the

fans will accept advertising with it. This gives the

opportunity for the club to look for an o6cial digital

partner who would then have access to 25,000 fans

regularly.

Setting ticket prices to ensure a full stadium - both the

home and away ends - is equally important. The brand

of the club is much better served by having a full

stadium in front of the television cameras. Perhaps the

introduction of singing areas to improve the noise?

Perhaps supporting the advent of safer standing?

A ticket in demand should be the objective!
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Modern Day Football Income –
How Hull City AFC Can Keep Its Name and Thrive Financially (continued)

• Know your customers

A club should ensure it can profile each customer they

have. Know if they attend games, if they buy replica kit,

if they buy programmes, if they visit the o6cial website

and if they engage with the club via social media. This

allows meaningful one to one communication to be had

- using the channel that the particular fan uses the most.

For example, sending a Happy Birthday message to a

child season ticket holder with a video message from

their favourite player is an incredibly powerful thing to

do. That child is your customer in the future, a lifelong fan.

The club must understand and be sympathetic to how

important the club is to the fans in all of its

communications and ensure that contact points - social

media, website, email, programmes - provide a great

experience.

• O(cial club partners - aligned with the values of the

fans of the football club.

Fans today are informed enough to understand the

need for stadium naming rights, o6cial bookmakers

and o6cial alcoholic drinks. However, choosing these

properly ensures that fans engage with these sponsors

rather than seeing them as a necessary evil.

Engagement with the brands make the sponsorship of

these fan o3erings more attractive and therefore more

valuable to the club.

• Fans outside of the immediate catchment area

Acquiring fans not loyal by birth, family or location is

important to increasing the income of a club in the top

division. However, there is only one way of attracting

them and that is success on the pitch. Success doesn’t

necessarily mean winning trophies (although that is the

most obvious measure!) but a cup run or European

football qualification can lead to a greater exposure in

regions and countries outside of the base.

These fans then have to be encouraged to spend with

the club and in the modern climate, this can be

achieved. Pay to download smartphone apps or a micro

payment to vote for the Man of the Match via digital

media perhaps?

Whilst merchandise and micro payments in these

otherwise disconnected regions is important, it should

not be at the cost of the core support. The disconnected

fan can be a great source of revenue but it is to be

remembered that they are fickle, changing allegiance

from club to club frequently, often yearly (this can be as

simple as whoever wins the most trophies). It can even

be seen with some fans supporting the club of their

favourite player.

Leveraging assets the club has, such as a great

nickname, in these regions should be investigated but in

no way should that marketing alienate those closer to

home. The core support should be treated respectfully

whilst seeking to increase the reach of the club.
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The Wider Implications – Don’t Open the Floodgates

Finally, we advise a moment of reflection on what the

wider implications of this name change proposal would

be, if it was approved by the FA. Because this isn’t

simply a vote on a new name for Hull City – this is the

opportunity to put a stop to the franchising of English

football and prevent further trampling on the long and

proud history of English football clubs. There have been

decisions that on reflection can be regarded by some as

mistakes, notably accepting the relocation and

subsequent renaming of Milton Keynes Dons when they

replaced Wimbledon. Now is the time that the FA can

make a decision to avoid the same kind of mistake

being made again.

It is unequivocally true that names, colours, badges and

nicknames are important to football supporters. They

feature in supporters’ chants; they are tattooed on their

bodies; they adorn their motor cars; they form the

colour scheme of many fans’ homes.

And those football supporters matter. Fans support

their teams through thick and thin; in warm and cold

climates; during famous European ties, League six-

pointers and humdrum Johnstones Paint Trophy ties.

Without football supporters there is no purpose for a

football club. A club cannot exist without its supporters.

And for that reason, a club’s owners must listen to the fans.

What supporters hold dear is therefore pivotal to the

future of football. The key features of a football club –

its name, colours, nickname, badge – are key historic

components of the club itself and the suburb, town or

city it represents. A fine old building in a city will

typically be listed and a3orded protection by the Town

and Country Planning Act. The key features of a

football club are just as dear to their community and are

often more well-known nationally than a church or a

town hall or a famous abode. Invariably a football club’s

identity will be far more well-known internationally than

that community’s protected buildings.

Football club names should have listed status, just like

historic buildings. There should be certain extreme

circumstances where names can change, we do not

believe today’s status quo should be ossified for ever

more (just as, in extreme circumstances, listed buildings

can be modified or demolished). For example, a name

change should be allowed if a clear majority of supporters

agree, in a poll, that it is in the best interests of the club.

Name changes should also be considered when clubs

lower down the pyramid are looking to grow, where

taking a new or revised name can give the club impetus

and reflect its growing stature - we suspect these to be

the circumstances in which Rule 3L as it is currently

constituted is designed to apply, not successful Premier

League sides that already enjoy a growing brand

recognition across the world.

But as a general rule, club names should be protected

and cherished, not tossed away at the whim of an owner

that may be gone in a few short years. The FA can

provide that listed protection, starting with this decision.

If Hull City AFC is thrown away and Hull Tigers are

born, what next? Which football club fans will have the

sporting love of their lives desecrated? Will Newcastle

United soon be playing in red and blue, to match their

owner’s corporate colours? Will Manchester United’s

nickname become the Buccaneers in order to improve

the brand of the owners’ American Football franchise

in Florida? Will Cardi3 City become Cardi3 Dragons

at the behest of Vincent Tan, to match their unloved

red shirts? The Austrian League now has Red Bull

Salzburg. Where will it end, once the floodgates in

England are opened?

Approve this name change and the FA will lose a once

in a generation chance to protect English football’s

heritage. The history and culture of English football

that is so loved and respected across the world will

erode. The most important element of the English

game that attracts global audiences will fade, and the

willingness to buy the shirts and watch the matches might

fade too. This isn’t just a decision about Hull City AFC.

This is a decision about the future of our beloved game.
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Conclusion – Make the Right Decision

Today’s members of the Football Association are the

fortunate ones – they have the chance, right now, to

make a statement that will protect the unique selling

point of English football – its history, its culture and

therefore its success.

The CITY TILL WE DIE campaign group

January 2014

Say “No To Hull Tigers” – be remembered as the

heroes that saved football’s culture in this country, not

the ones that tore it to shreds on the whim of a man

who argued with his local Council. This decision is

pivotal to English football – exercise your choice

wisely, with an eye on the future as well as an

appreciation of the present.

Let us all … keep Hull City AFC.
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